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Global data sets and numerical models rely on 
bulk flux algorithms 

...which provide a way to calculate ocean surface 
fluxes (heat, water, momentum) based on “bulk” 
properties:

Sea surface temperature

Air temperature and humidity

Wind speed
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Lots of studies look at “theoretical” aspects of 
algorithms – few model studies

Ts

Tz, qz, Uz

All bulk 
variables are 
fixed in 
“theoretical” 
studies

Atmosphere and ocean tests have different feedbacks 
between fluxes and bulk variables.

Atmosphere tests:

Ts is fixed

Active: Atmosphere, land

Data: Ocean, sea ice

Ocean tests:

Tz, qz, uz are fixed

Active: Ocean, sea ice

Data: Atmosphere, land
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Science questions

Based on the three flux algorithms in E3SM,

Control  |  UA  |  COARE : 

Which regions are most sensitive to flux algorithm 
choice, in terms of changes to ocean fluxes? 

Does sensitivity depend on testing framework: ocean vs. 
atmosphere sensitivity tests?

What other aspects of ocean and atmosphere climate 
are affected?
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Patterns of sensitivity differ between 
atmosphere and ocean tests

...magnitudes are larger in atmosphere tests, where 
wind speed can vary:

Atmosphere Ocean

Latent heat 
flux annual 
mean 

COARE – UA
difference
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Global mean sensitivity is more consistent 
between ocean and atmosphere tests

(Ocean area only)

Latent heat flux (QE): control has largest magnitude, then UA and COARE are 
similar.

This holds for both atmosphere and ocean tests.

However, for evaporation, the order is different due to the (more accurate) latent 
heat of vaporization calculation in UA…

...but this may affect energy conservation so will revert to fixed value for coupled 
tests. 
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Precipitation, large scale circulation and global 
radiation budget are affected by algorithm

TOA net radiation 
(vs. CERES-EBAF 4.0)

control UA COARE

Bias (W m-2) -0.28 0.19 0.68

RMSE (W m-2) 7.98 7.73 8.16
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Ocean heat uptake and meridional heat 
transport are affected by algorithm
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Summary and future work

Atmosphere tests result in larger magnitude changes than ocean 
tests – because wind speed can vary

Global mean sensitivity is more consistent between atmosphere 
and ocean tests

Other aspects of atmosphere and ocean model climate are sensitive 
to algorithm choice:

● Precipitation, global radiation and circulation
● Ocean heat uptake and meridional heat transport

Coming soon:

•Coupled model sensitivity tests
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